HOCKEY CANADA PLAYING RULES EXPERTS COURSE
ASSIGNMENT #5
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INSTRUCTIONS
This assignment will take approximately 1 hour to complete.
First, review Rule 10.4 Goals and Assists and the related situations. Second, answer the questions quickly
without referring to the Referee’s Case Book. If you are unsure of an answer, write down your best guess.
Lastly, after you have completed all the questions review the references provided and check your answers.
Amend your answers as required. You will receive the official answer key 2 days from today. Please do not
look at it until you have competed the exercise indicated above.
Write/type your answer in the space provided below each of the following questions. Always include relevant
“fill-in” information (i.e., location of the ensuing face-off) in your answer.
1. Attacking player Ogilvie kicks the puck, which hits another attacking player’s skate and then enters the
net. SRD.
2. Attacking player Lowe bats the puck with her hand. The puck hits the shaft of a defending player’s stick
and then enters the defending team’s goal. SRD.
3. Attacking player Wallace kicks a discarded stick at the puck. The stick hits the puck, which propels it into
defending team’s net. SRD.
4. Attacking player Dixon hits the puck with his stick above the normal height of his shoulders. The puck
hits a defending player (other than the goaltender) then goes into the net. SRD.
5. Attacking player Trevor kicks the puck, which hits a defending (not the goaltender!) player’s skate and
then enters the net. SRD.
6. Attacking player Friday bats the puck with his hand. The puck hits a defending player (other than the
goaltender) and goes into the net. SRD.
7. Attacking player Copp shoots the puck, which inadvertently hits a teammate on the backside and
deflects into the net. SRD.
8. Attacking player Carnegie bats the puck with his hand. The puck then hits the shaft of his stick and goes
into the net. SRD.
9. Attacking player Flagg hits the puck with his stick above the normal height of his shoulders. The puck
hits the defending goaltender on the arm and goes into the net. SRD.
10. Attacking player Traub shoots the puck, which deflects off a discarded stick into the net. SRD.
11. Attacking player Picco shoots the puck, which is deliberately deflected (not kicked) into the opponent’s
net by a team-mates skate. SRD.
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12. Attacking player Sepe kicks the puck, which hits the defending goaltender and then enters the net. SRD.
13. Attacking player Fergenbaum bats the puck with his hand. The puck hits the defending goaltender and
goes into the net. SRD.
14. Attacking player Gardner kicks the puck, which deflects off the blade of a teammate and into the net.
SRD.
15. Attacking player Oakman shoots the puck towards the opponent’s goal. A teammate skates towards the
puck and deliberately twists his leg such that the puck strikes his shin pads and deflects into the net.
SRD.
16. Attacking player Fata bats the puck with his hand. The puck hits a team-mate’s leg and goes into the
net. SRD.
17. Attacking player Kourtis strikes the puck with his stick above the normal height of his shoulders. The
puck hits the leg of a team-mate and goes into the goal. SRD.
18. Player Alicia scores! While enroute to the timekeeper’s box to report the goal the opposing team points
out that Alicia is clearly not wearing a neck protector as required by the rules. SRD.
19. Player Friday scores on a Penalty Shot. Before play resumes the team scored against requests that the
referee measure the length of Friday’s shaft, which is found to exceed that permitted under the rules.
SRD.
20. Is there any situation in which an equipment measurement or equipment certification check can result in
the cancellation of a goal? If so, state the case book reference.
21. Player Whiting scores on a Penalty Shot while opponent Mintz is serving a Minor penalty. SRD.
22. Player Hann is awarded a Penalty Shot. Hann dekes the goaltender and shovels a backhand towards
the goal. The puck bounces off the goal post, hits Hann in the toe and goes into the net. SRD.
23. Player Lennox is awarded a Penalty Shot. Lennox fakes right and goes left but lets the puck slide
cleanly through the goaltender’s five-hole (the puck does not contact the goaltender) as he opens up
and moves across the crease. The puck is trickling towards the goal line when Lennox finally taps the
puck in while reaching back as he skates past the net. SRD.
24. Player Sitter is awarded a Penalty Shot. Sitter fakes right and goes left but the puck changes direction
when it hits the goaltender’s pads. After this contact, the puck trickles towards the left side of the net.
Sitter reacts quickly and slams it in while it’s still in motion and before the goaltender can cover it. Sitter’s
home town crowd goes wild! SRD.
25. Teammates Dave Black and Tyson Orlie have both been awarded Penalty Shots at the same stoppage
of play. Black shoots first and scores!!!! SRD if the foul that resulted in Orlie’s Penalty Shot was a vicious
two-handed slash delivered by Norm Belyea that did not injure Orlie.
26. Is there any situation that can result in the termination of a penalty in progress due to a goal being
scored during a Penalty Shot? If so, state the case book reference.
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27. The Referee signals a penalty against player Cairns. But, before play is stopped…
a) The non-offending team is pressing hard in their attacking zone. One of the non-offending team’s
players shoots the puck back to the point. The puck hops over the defenseman’s stick and goes all
the way down the ice into the non-offending team’s goal. SRD.
b) One of the non-offending team’s players shoots the puck at the offending team’s net. The shot hits
Cairns’ shin pads and rebounds all the way down the ice into the non-offending team’s goal. SRD.
c) One of the non-offending team’s players fumbles the puck while being pressured by Cairns and the
puck ends up in the non-offending teams net. SRD if Cairns did not actually contact the nonoffending player or the puck.
d) One of the non-offending team’s players attempts a pass out of his defending zone. The puck strikes
one of Cairns’ team-mates and goes into the non-offending team’s goal. SRD.
28. When the goaltender goes to the player’s bench to be replaced while play is in progress, exactly when is
she considered “legally replaced”?
29. List the 4 awarded goal situations that pertain to breakaways.
30. List the 3 awarded goal situations that may occur during a Penalty Shot.
31. List 3 awarded goal situations where the puck is shot towards the open net while the goaltender has
been legally substituted.
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